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We study the evolution of the concentration field in a single eddy in the 2D Cahn-Hilliard system
to better understand scalar mixing processes in that system. This study extends investigations of the
classic studies of flux expulsion in 2D MHD and homogenization of potential vorticity in 2D fluids.
Simulation results show that there are three stages in the evolution: (A) formation of a ‘jelly roll’
pattern, for which the concentration field is constant along spirals; (B) a change in isoconcentration
contour topology; and (C) formation of a target pattern, for which the isoconcentration contours
follow concentric annuli. In the final target pattern stage, the isoconcentration bands align with
stream lines. The results indicate that the target pattern is a metastable state. Band merger process
continues on a time scale exponentially long relative to the eddy turnover time. The band merger
process resembles step merger in drift-ZF staircases; this is characteristic of the long-time evolution
of phase separated patterns described by the Cahn-Hilliard equation.

Spinodal decomposition is a process by which a binary
liquid mixture can evolve from a miscible phase (e.g., wa-
ter+alcohol) to two co-existing phases (e.g., water+oil).
When the binary liquid mixture is cooled below the crit-
ical temperature in the absence of external forcing, ini-
tially small blobs coalesce and become larger blobs until
their size grows to the system size [1]. If large scale ex-
ternal forcing is imposed, blob size growth is arrested.
The competition between the elastic energy and the tur-
bulent kinetic energy leads to a statistically stable blob
size. The Hinze scale LH ∼ ( ρσ )−3/5ε−2/5 is an estimate
of the stable blob size. Here, ρ is density, σ is surface ten-
sion, and ε is the energy dissipation rate per unit mass
[2–8]. In our previous work [9], we defined the elastic
range to be the scales in the range Ld < l < LH , where
Ld is the dissipation scale. The elastic range scales are
those for which the surface tension-induced elasticity is
important to dynamics.

The Cahn-Hilliard equation is a standard model for
spinodal decomposition. When considering the back re-
action of the surface tension on to fluid motion, we need
to couple the Cahn-Hilliard with Navier-Stokes (CHNS).
2D CHNS has analogies to 2D Magnetohydrodynamics
(MHD) [10]. The concentration ψ in 2D CHNS is the
analogue of the magnetic potential A in 2D MHD. Both
models consist of a vorticity equation and a diffusion
equation for an active scalar. 2D CHNS differs from
2D MHD by the appearance of negative diffusivity for
potential and a nonlinear dissipative flux. A linear elas-
tic wave, the analogue of the Alfven wave, exists in the
2D CHNS system and introduces the crucial element of
memory. This wave propagates along the interface of the
blobs, thus resembles a capillary wave. The two systems
have identical ideal quadratic conserved quantities, and
they both exhibit dual cascades. Our previous work [9]
showed that the mean square concentration spectrum for
the 2D CHNS system in the elastic range is ∼ k−7/3, and
it is associated with an inverse cascade of mean square

concentration. Note that the power −7/3 is the same as
the power for the mean square magnetic potential spec-
trum in 2D MHD. On the other hand, the kinetic energy
spectrum is proportional to k−3, which is the same power
law as for a 2D Navier-Stokes fluid in the forward enstro-
phy cascade regime. The kinetic energy power law −3 in
2D CHNS is far from −3/2 in 2D MHD, and the differ-
ence can be explained by the difference in the physics of
back reaction. Unlike the case in MHD where the mag-
netic fields fill the whole space, the CHNS analogue of
the magnetic fields, which are the blob interfaces, have a
much smaller spatial packing fraction (i.e., relative spa-
tial “active volume”). Thus, in CHNS, the back reac-
tion is only significant in the interfaces of the blobs, be-
cause the waves propagate along the interfaces, like sur-
face waves. This implies that for CHNS, the interfaces of
the blobs are crucial to the mixing dynamics.

In order to better understand the dynamics in the
CHNS turbulence, we examine the evolution of the con-
centration field in the background of a single convec-
tive eddy in the Cahn-Hilliard system. Since the system
tends to evolve to a state of a few large blobs, the sim-
plest problem which emerges is that of understanding the
competition of shearing and dissipation in the context of
a single cell structure. This goal leads us to a study
which re-visits the classic problems of flux expulsion in
2D MHD [11–14] and potential vorticity homogenization
in 2D fluids [15, 16]. Weiss (1966) studied the evolu-
tion of an initial uniform magnetic field B0 in the back-
ground of a single eddy in 2D MHD [11]. Because the
magnetic field was expelled to a layer at the boundary of
the eddy, this phenomenon was named “flux expulsion”.
The eddy was observed to stretch the initial field, and
the final value of average magnetic field was estimated

to be 〈B2〉 ∼ Rm1/2〈B2
0〉, where Rm is the magnetic

Reynolds number (Rm � 1). The time scale for the
magnetic field to reach a steady state was found to scale

as τMHD ∼ Rm1/3τ0. Rhines and Young (1983) studied
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the time scale of the homogenization of a passive scalar in
2D fluids with closed streamlines [16]. A rapid stage and
a later slow stage are observed. In the rapid stage, shear-
augmented diffusion dominates, and the initial values of
the passive scalar approach an average about a stream-
line. The time scale for the rapid stage is proportional to

Pe1/3, where Pe is the Péclet Number. In the slow stage,
the passive scalar homogenizes within the eddy over the
full diffusion time, which is proportional to Pe. A system
of a few blobs can be viewed as an array of such eddies.
Thus, we hope that understanding the physics of a single
eddy can promote understanding of the turbulent system.

FIG. 1: The background stream function φ (a) and
velocity field v (b).

In this Rapid Communication, we report on solutions
of the 2D Cahn-Hilliard system by PIXIE2D [17, 18] in
the background of a single eddy, which is an analogue to
the flux expulsion problem. The basic equation is:

∂tψ + v · ∇ψ = D∇2(−ψ + ψ3 − ξ2∇2ψ) (1)

where ψ = ρ1−ρ2
ρ1+ρ2

is the local relative concentration and

satisfies −1 ≤ ψ ≤ 1, D is the diffusivity, ξ is the pa-
rameter for interaction strength, and v is a background
velocity field which does not change with time. We use
the following background velocity field as a model of sin-
gle eddy [11]:

φ = −φ0
π

(1− 4y2)4 cos(πx) (2)

where φ is the stream function, see Fig. 1. Our simu-
lation is defined on a box of size L2

0 with 2562 points,
x, y ∈ [−L0/2, L0/2]. The initial condition is ψ0(x, y) =
B0(x+ L0/2), where B0 is a coefficient analogous to the
magnitude of the external magnetic field in MHD. We
set B0 = 1.0 ∗ 10−2 in our runs to compare with Weiss’s
study [11] (B0 should be a small number considering the
allowed range of ψ: ψ ∈ [−1, 1]). The boundary con-
ditions are Dirichlet in both directions: ψ = ψ0 and
∇2ψ = ∇2ψ0 at boundaries. Without losing general-
ity, we normalize the system as follows: let length scale
L0 = 1.0 and time scale t0 = L0/v0 = L2

0/φ0 = 1.0. The
absolute value of the velocity does not change the physics
as long as it is nonzero, because we can always re-scale
the time scale to make the system identical to the case
where v0 = 1.0. In this Letter, we focus on the com-
petition between shearing and dissipation, so the v0 = 0

cases are excluded. Thus, there are only two independent
parameters: D and ξ. The range of parameters used in
our simulations are summarized in Table. I.

The dimensionless parameters are:

1. The Péclet Number Pe = L0v0/D, the analogue
of magnetic Reynolds number Rm in MHD, is the
advective transport rate to the diffusive transport
rate. In our simulation, Pe = D−1.

2. The Cahn Number Ch = ξ/L0 is the characteristic
length scale of the interface width over the system
size. In our simulation, Ch = ξ.

TABLE I: The parameters used in our simulations.

Runs D ξ
Run1 3.16 ∗ 10−4 1.0 ∗ 10−2

Run2 1.0 ∗ 10−4 1.0 ∗ 10−2

Run3 3.16 ∗ 10−5 1.0 ∗ 10−2

Run4 1.0 ∗ 10−5 1.0 ∗ 10−2

Run5 3.16 ∗ 10−5 1.2 ∗ 10−2

Run6 3.16 ∗ 10−5 1.5 ∗ 10−2

Run7 3.16 ∗ 10−5 1.8 ∗ 10−2

We observe three stages in the evolution of the concen-
tration field: (A) formation of a ‘jelly roll’ pattern, (B) a
change in topology, and (C) formation of target pattern
(Fig. 2).

(A) In the ‘jelly roll’ pattern stage, the magnitude of |ψ|
remains close to zero. Stripes form gradually, and
are then wound up into spirals by the fluid motion.
See Fig. 2 (a) for a typical concentration field plot
in the ‘jelly roll’ pattern stage. This wind-up pro-
cess also occurs in the early stage of the expulsion
problem in MHD.

(B) In the topological evolution stage, the ψ field inside
the stripes quickly approaches ± ∼ 1, demonstrat-
ing that phase separation has occurred. In this stage,
stripes break up and reconnect with adjacent stripes.
The spirals evolve to concentric annuli, with topol-
ogy change proceeding from outside to inside, one
annulus at a time. Fig. 2 (b) - (e) show the topology
evolution of the stripe in the center of the pattern.
Fig. 3 illustrates this process: the stripes break in
the middle, while the outer parts reconnect to form
a circle.

(C) In the target pattern stage, the bands form concen-
tric annuli, in contrast to spirals. See Fig. 2 (f) and
(g) for typical concentration field plots in the tar-
get pattern stage. The bands are aligned with the
stream lines. This structure is caused by shear flows.
Shears can stabilize the bands against their intrinsic
surface tension instabilities. Previous studies that
investigated how the Cahn-Hilliard system behaves
in a shear flow noted that the formation of band pat-
terns aligned along the flow direction [19–21]. Shear
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FIG. 2: The evolution of the ψ field, represented by Run2. (a) The ‘jelly roll’ stage, in which the stripes are spirals.
(b) - (e) The topological evolution stage, in which the topology evolves from spirals to concentric annuli in the

center of the pattern. (f) & (g) The target pattern stage, in which the concentration field is composed of concentric
annuli. The band merger progress occurs on exponentially long time scales; see (f) → (g) as an example. (h) The

final steady state.

FIG. 3: An illustration of the topological evolution from
the ‘jelly roll’ pattern to the target pattern: the stripes
break in the middle, and the outer parts reconnect into

a circle.

flow with closed stream lines leads to the target pat-
tern.

The target patterns are metastable. They persist on
time scales that are exponentially long relative to the
eddy turnover time. During their life, the bands merge
with each other very slowly, and the number of bands
tends to decrease over time (see Fig. 2 (f) and (g)). The
merger time scales will be discussed in more detail be-
low, after Fig. 5. Fig. 4 shows how the concentration
field along the y axis at x = 0 evolves with time. The
merger process is shown as the corner of the “>” shape
in the plot. The band merger process is similar to step
merger in drift-ZF staircases [22, 23]. The formation and
coalescence of meso-steps is analogous to the formation
and merger of the target bands in the Cahn-Hilliard sys-
tem. Because the Cahn-Hilliard system does not support

FIG. 4: The evolution of ψ at x = 0 with time (Run2).
The three stages are distiguished by black dashed lines,
and marked as A, B, and C, respectively. In the target
pattern stage (C), the merger process is shown as the

corner of the “>” shape.

a selected direction, it does not exhibit barrier propaga-
tion, as seen in models of drift-ZF staircases.

Fig. 2 (h) shows the final steady state. It resembles
what is observed during the homogenization of magnetic
potential A in MHD. The major difference is that the
concentration field is ψ ∼ −1 in the center of the eddy
for the Cahn-Hilliard system, instead of A ∼ 0 in MHD.
This result implies that the concentration field is not con-
served in our simulation, i.e., the red fluid is lost. This
is acceptable, because the Dirichlet boundary conditions
do not forbid the transport of matter in or out of the
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eddy. The choice of this boundary condition is to allow
comparisons to studies of flux expulsion.

FIG. 5: The time evolution of elastic energy (Run2).
Note that logarithm scale is used for the t axis. A: the
‘jelly roll’ stage; B: the topological evolution stage; C:
the target pattern stage. The dips marked by orange

arrows are due to band mergers.

In our previous study [9], we stressed the analogy be-
tween 2D CHNS and 2D MHD. The energy in MHD con-
sists of two parts: kinetic energy and magnetic energy.
Similarly, we can also define the energy in the CHNS
system to be the sum of kinetic energy EK and elastic
energy EB [9]:

EK =

∫
1

2
v2 d2x (3)

EB =

∫
1

2
ξ2(∇ψ)2 d2x (4)

Note that this definition of energy differs from the en-
ergy commonly used in studies on the CHNS system
(E =

∫
[− 1

2ψ
2 + 1

4ψ
4 + 1

2ξ
2(∇ψ)2 + 1

2v
2] d2x), but it

makes it easier to compare to MHD studies. Since the
velocity does not change with time in this study, the ki-
netic energy stays constant. The elastic energy EB is
the analogue of the magnetic energy in MHD. The time
evolution of elastic energy for a typical run is shown in
Fig. 5. The 3 stages in the evolution are marked as A,
B, and C, respectively.

In the ‘jelly roll’ pattern stage, the elastic energy in-
creases but remains small compared to later stages. In
the topology change stage, the elastic energy rises quickly
and reaches a maximum value when the topology change
is complete. Then, in the target pattern stage, the elas-
tic energy decreases slowly and episodically. When band
merger occurs, it appears as a local dip in the elastic
energy time evolution plot. Examples of the dips are
marked by orange arrows in Fig. 5. The time scales for
band mergers can be obtained in the plot by measuring
the time interval of the dips. The time scales for mergers
are observed to be linear on the plot with a logarithm
scale, so they are exponential on a linear scale. Note

that in our normalization, the eddy turnover time is 1.
The band merger time scales differ for each occurrence,
but they all are exponentially long relative to the eddy
turnover time.

In order to observe the phenomena presented above,
there is a necessary range of parameters. Ch should be
small, so long as the interface width is resolved (ξ > h0,
where h0 is the mesh size). This is because we are in-
terested in cases where the interface width is small com-
pared to the system size. Pe should be large, so long as
the cell’s boundary layer is resolved (LBL > h0, where
LBL is the width of the boundary layer in ψ at the inner
edge of the cell). In MHD, one expects to observe expul-
sion phenomenon when the magnetic Reynolds number
Rm is large. Analogously, in the Cahn-Hilliard system,
we are interested in the large Pe regime. Similar to the

MHD case for which LBL ∼ Rm−1/3L0, the width of the
boundary layer in the Cahn-Hilliard system is estimated

to be LBL ∼ Pe−1/5Ch3/5L0. Thus the condition for res-
olution of LBL is Pe1/5Ch−3/5( h0

L0
) < 1. This expression

is obtained by calculating the mixing time scale of the

shear + dissipation hybrid case t−1
mix ∼ Pe−1/5Ch2/5t−1

0 .
Note that in the Cahn-Hilliard case, the dissipation is
the hyper-diffusion, and the ratio of convection to hyper-
diffusion is Pe/Ch2.

A parameter scan of Pe and Ch is shown in Fig. 6. The
elastic energy evolution exhibits the same trend discussed
above, and all values of Pe and Ch pass through the same
three stages. A characteristic time scale in this system
is the time to reach the maximum elastic energy τ . τ
is shown to scale as τ ∼ Pe1.05±0.05Ch1.78±0.04 (Fig. 7).
The error bars reflect only the standard deviations of the
linear fits, and the errors from τ itself are not considered.
This relationship can be approximately understood by
dimensional analysis: τ ∝ ξ2/D.

FIG. 6: The time evolution of elastic energy for a range
of Pe (a) and Ch (b).

In summary, we have investigated the evolution of the
concentration field of the Cahn-Hilliard system in the
background of a single convective eddy, motivated by
the analogy between CHNS and MHD. This study is an
extension of the classic study of flux expulsion in 2D
MHD and homogenization of potential vorticity in 2D
fluids. We find there are three stages of the evolution:
the ‘jelly roll’ pattern stage, the stage of topological evo-
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FIG. 7: The relationship between the time to reach the
maximum elastic energy τ and the dimensionless

parameters Pe (a) and Ch (b).

lution, and the target pattern stage. The target bands
are metastable: they merge with each other on a time
scale exponentially long relative to the eddy turnover
time. Band merger occurrences are associated with dips
in the elastic energy evolution. The time scale for target
pattern evolution and band merger is extended by the

imposed shear flow of the eddy. Such flows slow down
the merger of bands that is known to occur in, and is
natural to, the Cahn-Hilliard system. The band merger
process is similar to the drift-ZF staircases in the con-
fined plasma turbulence. The major difference from flux
expulsion in MHD is the metastable target pattern stage
before reaching the steady homogenized state. Compared
to the homogenization of the potential vorticity system,
the evolution of the passive scalar in the Cahn-Hilliard
system contains additional multi-stage physics, and it ex-
hibits richer dynamics on the long time scale. We also
found the time to reach the maximum elastic energy τ is
τ ∼ Pe1.05±0.05Ch1.78±0.04. In future work, we will inves-
tigate the evolution of the concentration field with the
back reaction on the fluid dynamics.
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